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Abstract
In the present work, we analyze a discrete analogue for the problem of the identiﬁcation of the initial function
for a delay differential equation (DDE) discussed by Baker and Parmuzin in 2004. The basic problem consists of
ﬁnding an initial function that gives rise to a solution of a discretized DDE, which is a close ﬁt to observed data.
In the continuous problem (ﬁnding an initial function that gives rise to a solution of a DDE) studied in 2004
by Baker and Parmuzin, the function is obtained by minimizing a functional S, (). Here, we use a stepsize h to
introduce a discrete version of the problem, along with h-dependent discrete functionals (hS˜, (˜)) that simulate
S, (). Conditions for a minimum of hS˜, (˜) are explored through an analysis of its ﬁrst variation hP˜ , (˜), and
an iterative technique for obtaining the minimum is written down. In order to explore the properties of this iteration,
it is convenient to relate it to an iterative algorithm for the solution of a discretized integral equation (a summation
equation), for which the properties of the “kernel” can be obtained. A rôle for adjoint equations and fundamental
solutions in the discrete case is established. The ﬁnal part of the paper consists of a report of numerical experiments
that demonstrate the performance of the algorithm.
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1. Introduction
Consider an n-dimensional system of linear delay differential equations (DDEs) with time-dependent
coefﬁcients, of the form
dy(t)
dt
− A(t)y(t)− B(t)y(t − )= f (t), for t ∈ [0, T ], (1a)
subject to
y(t)= (t), for t ∈ [−, 0]. (1b)
Here,  is a prescribed positive constant (the “lag”), and we suppose
y(t), f (t),(t) ∈ Rn×1, A(t), B(t) ∈ Rn×n
and these functions will be assumed to be continuous on [0, T ]. The solution y(t) depends (in particular)
upon the initial function (t); y(t) ≡ y(; t). The problem that we address is related to the identiﬁcation
of (t) given , f (t), A(t), and B(t), and knowing y(; t); we shall here study a discrete analogue but
we address the continuous problem, brieﬂy, in order to set the scene.
1.1. The continuous data assimilation problem
For the continuous identiﬁcation problem [8,9], we introduced the functional
S, () :=

2
∫ 0
−
‖(t)− ̂(t)‖2 dt + 
2
‖(0)− ̂(0)‖2 + 
2
‖y(; 0)− ŷ(0)‖2
+ 1
2
∫ T
0
‖y(; t)− ŷ(t)‖2 dt (2)
(in which , , 0 and y(; 0) = (0)) and ̂ = ̂(t) and ŷ = ŷ(t) are the given functions and where
y(; t) satisﬁes (1). The function ̂(t) contains information about an expected form of (t). The function
ŷ(t) is based on observations of the solution.
The data assimilation problem (as the identiﬁcation problem is called) can be formulated as follows:
Deﬁnition 1.1. LetF ⊆ PC [−, 0] denote a smoothness class of bounded functions on [−, 0]. Then
the corresponding data assimilation problem for the identiﬁcation of  reads as follows:
Deﬁne by y(; t) the solution of (1) with initial function . Find  ∈ F, such y(; t) minimizes
S
,
 () overF:
 = arg min
∈F S
,
 (), (3)
where S, () is deﬁned by (2) in terms of y(; t).
This formulation embodies parameters  and 0, 0, which (when positive) are “regularization
parameters” (see [10], for example).
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Similar problems have been discussed forODEs andPDEs, see [1–3,12,15], in particular for the discrete
analogue, see [14]. A functional of the type (2) was considered, for example, in [13]. For discussion of
related questions for DDEs see [4–6,11,16].
2. A discretized data assimilation problem
In practice, one might endeavour to obtain a discretized version of the data assimilation problem in
Deﬁnition 1.1 through the use of high-order approximatemethods that adapt to anypossible discontinuities
in the derivatives of the solution y(; t). It proves rather difﬁcult to analyze such adaptive discretizations
in a rigorous manner. We therefore adopt a more limited approach, in order to gain insight.
For a stepsize h with  = Nh and T = Kh, where N,K are both integers, we introduce tn = nh
(n ∈ {−N, 1−N, . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . , K}) and deﬁne a uniform grid with step size h,
−= t−N < t1−N < · · ·< t−1< 0= t0< t1< · · ·< tN < tN+1< · · ·< tK = T .
We introduce a discretized equation that results from application of an Euler formula to (1). Given the
grid above, the explicit Euler equations, for the DDE in (1), read
y˜n+1 − y˜n − hAny˜n − hBny˜n−N = hf n, for n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , K − 1}. (4a)
Here y˜n ≈ y(; tn), Bn = B(nh), An = A(nh), fn = f (nh), ˜n = (nh). The solution is subject to the
initial condition
y˜n = ˜n, for −Nn0 (4b)
and it is therefore appropriate to write
y˜n = y˜n(˜). (4c)
Let us also introduce a discrete analogue of the objective function (2). One possibility is the form
h
2
−1∑
n=−N
‖˜n − ̂(tn)‖2 +
h
2
K−1∑
n=0
‖y˜n − ŷ(tn)‖2 + 2‖˜0 − ̂(t0)‖
2 + 
2
‖y˜0 − ŷ(t0)‖2. (5)
This discretization is associated with the left-hand (explicit) Euler rule applied to the integrals that deﬁne
(2), and at this stage it is not transparent that this is a convenient or appropriate discretization.
For ﬂexibility of approach, we generalize (5) by introducing a suitable set of integers {p, q, r, s}, and
the notation
I := {p, q, r, s} ∪ {, , } (6)
and write
hS˜I(n)=
h
2
q∑
n=p
‖˜n − ̂(tn)‖22 +
h
2
s∑
n=r
‖y˜n − ŷ(tn)‖22 +

2
‖˜0 − ̂(t0)‖22 +

2
‖y˜0 − ŷ(t0)‖22.
(7)
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For example, the expression (5) arises from hS˜I(n) on taking
p =−N, q =−1, r = 0, and s =K − 1. (8)
We anticipate the results of our analysis by introducing the notation
hS˜, := hS˜I(n)=
h
2
−1∑
n=−N
‖˜n − ̂(tn)‖22 +
h
2
K∑
n=0
‖y˜n − ŷ(tn)‖22
+ 
2
‖˜0 − ̂(t0)‖22 +

2
‖y˜0 − ŷ(t0)‖22, (9)
which corresponds to the choice I in which
p =−N, q =−1, r = 0, and s =K. (10)
Prima facie, this is not the most natural choice but will be suggested by the analysis.
For further analysis we shall need to write down a discrete analogue of the adjoint of (1); this we shall
regard as an adjoint for (4).
Deﬁnition 2.1. (a) Given functions pT(t) and T(t) ∈ R1×n (for t ∈ [0, T ] and for t ∈ [T , T + ],
respectively, the corresponding formal adjoint for (1) is
dxT(t)
dt
+ xT(t)A(t)+ xT(t + )B(t + )= pT(t), t ∈ [0, T ], (11a)
subject to
xT(t)= T(t), t ∈ [T , T + ] (11b)
with a solution xT(t) ∈ R1×n.
(b) A discrete analogue of the adjoint equation (11) corresponding to (4), is
x˜Tn = x˜Tn+1 + hx˜Tn+1An+1 + hx˜Tn+N+1Bn+N+1 + hpTn+1, n= 0, 1, . . . , K − 1, (12a)
subject to
x˜Tn = 0, n=K, . . . , K +N. (12b)
We shall refer to (11a) as a “formal adjoint equation” for (1a) and (12a) as a “formal discrete adjoint
equation” for (4).
Remark 2.1. We obtain (12) from (11) by using the backward Euler formula (“backward” for
increasing t).
3. The discretized minimization problem
In this section, we formulate a discrete analogue of the problem of identifying an optimal initial
function. We are concerned to ﬁnd the minimum of (7) over the spaceFh of mesh functions deﬁned on
points, say {tn}0n=−N = {nh}0n=−N , where h= /N .
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In order to ﬁnd the minimum of hS˜I(˜), we need to ﬁnd its ﬁrst variation (compare [8,9]). To write
down hS˜I(˜+ ˜) we need an expression for y˜n(˜+ ˜). Let us deﬁne
Lhy˜n := y˜n+1 − y˜n
h
− Any˜n − Bny˜n−N, n= r, r + 1, . . . , s, s > r
andMhy˜n = ˜n for n= r −N, . . . , r . Here An = A(nh), Bn = B(nh), ˜n = (nh). By the linearity of
Lh andMh, we obtain the following result.
Lemma 3.1. With the notation in (4c),
y˜n(˜+ ˜)= y˜n(˜)+ ˜zn(˜), (13)
where z˜n(˜) satisﬁes
Lhz˜n = 0 (for n= r, r + 1, . . . , s), s > r and (14a)
Mhz˜n = ˜n (for n= r −N, . . . , r). (14b)
The perturbed objective function hS˜I(˜+ ˜) has the form
hS˜I(˜+ ˜)=
h
2
q∑
n=p
‖˜n + ˜n − ̂n‖22 +
h
2
s∑
n=r
‖y˜n + ˜zn − ŷ(tn)‖22 + hs′0, (15a)
where
hs′0 =

2
‖˜0 + ˜0 − ̂(t0)‖22 +

2
‖y˜0(˜)+ ˜z0 − ŷ(t0)‖22. (15b)
We may write (15) in the form
hS˜I(˜+ ˜)= hS˜I(˜)+ {hP˜I(˜, ˜)} + 2{hQ˜I(˜)}, (16)
where
hP˜I(˜, ˜)= h
q∑
n=p
[˜n − ̂n]T˜n + h
s∑
n=r
[˜yn − ŷ(tn)]T˜zn + hp0 (17a)
with
hp0 = [˜0 − ̂(t0)]T˜0 + [˜y0(˜0)− ŷ(t0)]T˜z0. (17b)
Further,
hQ˜I(˜)=
h
2
q∑
n=p
‖˜n‖22 +
h
2
s∑
n=r
‖˜zn‖22 +

2
‖˜0‖22 +

2
‖˜z0‖22. (18)
Then, we can state the following result.
Theorem 3.1. A function ˜ deﬁned on [−, 0] minimizes hS˜I(˜) for ˜ ∈ Fh if and only if the ﬁrst
variation hP˜I(˜, ˜) vanishes for all ˜ ∈Fh, where z˜= z˜(˜) satisﬁes (14).
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3.1. A formula for the ﬁrst variation
In this section, our objective is to obtain (Lemma 3.2 below) a representation of hP˜I ≡ hP˜I(˜, ˜), in
terms of the functions ˜ and ˜. We employ a representation of hP˜I obtained using a discrete analogue of
the adjoint equation. Let us consider (compare (12a))
x˜Tn−1 = x˜Tn + hx˜TnAn + hx˜Tn+NBn+N + h[˜yn(˜)− ŷn]T, n= r, . . . , s (19a)
with
x˜Tn = 0, n= s, . . . , s +N. (19b)
(If, for example, r = 0, (19a) deﬁnes a value x˜−1.)
For appropriate r and s this is a discrete version of the adjoint equation appearing in [8, p. 4, 9],
discretized using the implicit Euler formula. We can write (17a) in the form
hP˜I = [˜0 − ̂(t0)]T˜0 + [˜y0(˜0)− ŷ(t0)]T˜z0
+ h
q∑
n=p
[˜n − ̂n]T˜n +
s∑
n=r
(˜xTn−1 − x˜Tn )˜zn︸ ︷︷ ︸
J1
−hx˜TnAn˜zn − hx˜Tn+NBn+N z˜n︸ ︷︷ ︸
J2
 .
• Using summation by parts we can write J1 as
J1 ≡
s∑
n=r
(˜xTn−1 − x˜Tn )˜zn =−x˜Ts z˜s+1 + x˜Tr−1˜zr +
s∑
n=r
x˜Tn (˜zn+1 − z˜n).
• For the term J2 we have
J2 ≡ h
s∑
n=r
x˜Tn+NBn+N z˜n
= h
s∑
n=r
x˜Tn Bn˜zn−N − h
r+N−1∑
n=r
x˜Tn Bn˜zn−N︸ ︷︷ ︸
J3
+h
s+N∑
n=s+1
x˜Tn Bn˜zn−N.
We can write the termJ3 in the formJ3=h∑r+N−1n=r x˜Tn Bn˜zn−N=h∑r−1n=r−N x˜Tn+NBn+N z˜n.Therefore,
(17a) has the form
hP˜I = hp0 + h
q∑
n=p
[(˜n − ̂n)]T˜n + h
r−1∑
n=r−N
x˜Tn+NBn+N z˜n + x˜Tr−1˜zr − x˜Ts z˜s+1
+
s∑
n=r
x˜Tn (˜zn+1 − z˜n − hAn˜zn − hBn˜zn−N)− h
s+N∑
n=s+1
x˜Tn Bn˜zn−N.
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Let z˜n satisfy z˜n+1− z˜n−hAn˜zn−hBn˜zn−N =0, for n= r, r+1, . . . , s, with z˜n= ˜n, n= r−N, . . . , r.
(Compare [8, pp. 7–8, 9].) Taking into account (19), we obtain
hP˜I = hp0 + h
q∑
n=p
[(˜n − ̂n)]T˜n + h
r−1∑
n=r−N
x˜Tn+NBn+N ˜n + x˜Tr−1˜r ,
which is independent of our choice of s.
Now, from (19), x˜Tr−1 = x˜Tr + hx˜Tr Ar + hx˜Tr+NBr+N + h[˜yr (˜n)− ŷr ]T. Therefore,
hP˜I = hp0 + h
q∑
n=p
(˜n − ̂n)T˜n + h
r−1∑
n=r−N
x˜Tn+NBn+N ˜n
+ (˜xTr (1+ hAr)+ hx˜Tr+NBr+N + h[˜yr (˜n)− ŷr ]T)˜r .
We now set (leave s undeﬁned), as in (8),
p = r −N, q = r − 1 (20)
and, since the term hp0 depends on function values at t = 0 it is convenient to set r = 0. Then, we have
hP˜I = h
−1∑
n=−N
([(˜n − ̂n)]T + x˜Tn+NBn+N )˜n + ([˜0 − ̂(t0)]T + [˜y0(˜n)− ŷ(t0)]T
+ x˜T0 (1+ hA0)+ hx˜TNBN + h[˜y0(˜)− ŷ0]T)˜0. (21)
The ﬁrst variation must be zero for all ˜ inFh, therefore we obtain the following result.
Lemma 3.2. A function ˜ deﬁned on [−, 0]which minimizes hS˜I(˜) for ˜ ∈Fh satisﬁes the equations
(˜n − ̂n)+ [˜xTn+NBn+N ]T = 0, n=−N, . . . ,−1, (22a)
x˜T0 (1+ hA0)+ hx˜TNBN + [˜0 − ̂(t0)]T + (+ h)[˜y0 − ŷ(t0)]T = 0, n= 0. (22b)
4. A discrete integral equation (or summation equation)
In this section we derive a discrete integral equation (a “summation1 equation”) for the initial function
that minimizes hS˜I (with choice of I in which p = −N, q = −1, r = 0 and s =K). The equivalence
allows us to analyze the properties of the iterative algorithm.
According to Section 3 we should introduce a method for determining the optimal initial function. In
Sections 4.1 and 4.2 we retain a general s, but the objective function has the natural form when we set
s =K (23)
1 The summation equation is an analogue of the integral equation obtained in the continuous case in [8, pp. 16–18, 9].
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in (6). Following the discussion in Section 3.1 and from the result of Lemma 3.2 we can consider the
system of equations of ﬁnding the initial function ˜, which minimizes hS˜I. We have, for s =K ,
y˜n+1 − y˜n
h
− Any˜n − Bny˜n−N = fn, n= 0, 1, . . . , K − 1, (24a)
y˜n = ˜n, n=−N, . . . , 0, (24b)
− x˜
T
n − x˜Tn−1
h
− x˜TnAn − x˜Tn+NBn+N = h[˜yn(˜)− ŷn]T, (24c)
x˜Tn = 0, n=K, . . . , K +N, (24d)
(˜n − ̂n)+ BTn+Nx˜n+N = 0, n=−N, . . . ,−1, (24e)
[I + hA0]Tx˜0 + hBTNx˜N + h[˜y0(˜)− ŷ0] + hp0 = 0. (24f)
In the next section we shall establish a discrete integral equation (or “summation equation”) for the
optimal initial function using formulae for solutions of Eqs. (24a) and (24c), and the additional Eqs. (24e)
and (24f) for the initial function.
4.1. The discrete integral equation in terms of fundamental matrices
Let us consider the discrete version of the adjoint equation (24c). According to [7, pp. 14–15], we may
write the solution of the adjoint equation (24c) in the form
x˜Tk = h
s∑
m=k+1
[˜ym − ŷm]TY˜ (m, k),
where
y˜m = Y˜ (m, 0){I + hA0}˜0 + h
0∑
l=−N
Y˜ (m, l +N)Bl+N ˜l + h
m−1∑
l=0
Y˜ (m, l)fl.
(This is a solution of the discrete DDE written in terms of fundamental matrices, see [7, pp. 13–14].)
Thus, we can write
x˜Tk = h
s∑
m=k+1
[
Y˜ (m, 0){I + hA0}˜0 + h
0∑
l=−N
Y˜ (m, l +N)Bl+N ˜l + h
m−1∑
l=0
Y˜ (m, l)fl
]T
× Y˜ (m, k)− h
s∑
m=k+1
[̂ym]TY˜ (m, k). (25)
We can write for ˜0 from (24f)
(+ + h)I ˜0 + hBTNx˜N + [I + hA0]Tx˜0 = (h+ )̂0 + (+ h)̂y0. (26)
Let us deﬁne
M˜A(m, 0)= Y˜ (m, 0)[I + hA0] and M˜B(m,N)= hY˜ (m,N)BN. (27)
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Using the expression for x˜T0 and x˜TN deﬁned by (25) and taking into account that Y˜ (m,N) = 0 when
mN , we can write (26) in the form
hD,˜0 + h
s∑
m=1
−1∑
l=−N
(M˜TA(m, 0)+ M˜TB(m,N))M˜B(m, l +N)˜l = f,, (28)
where f, = f,(̂, ̂0, ŷ, f ),
hD, ≡ (+ + h)I + h
s∑
m=1
(M˜TA(m, 0)+ M˜TB(m,N))(M˜A(m, 0)+ M˜B(m,N))
and
f, = I ̂0 + (+ h)I ŷ0 − h
s∑
m=1
(M˜TA(m, 0)+ M˜TB(m,N))
(
h
m−1∑
l=0
Y˜ (m, l)fl − ŷm
)
.
According to (24e), ˜n satisﬁes the discrete equation
˜n + [˜xTn+NBn+N ]T = ̂n (for n=−N, . . . ,−1). (29)
Thus, by substituting the expression for x˜Tn+N from (25) into (29) we obtain a “discrete integral equation”
for ˜n. Thus, we can state the following results:
Theorem 4.1. A function ˜, which minimizes hS˜, (˜) for ˜ ∈Fh satisﬁes the summation equation
˜n +
−1∑
l=−N
hK
,
nl ˜l = hg, (n) for n=−N,−1 (30)
and
˜0 =−[hD,]−1h
s∑
m=1
−1∑
l=−N
(M˜TA(m, 0)+ M˜TB(m,N))M˜B(m, l +N)˜l + [hD,]−1f,.
Here, f, = f,(̂, ̂0, ŷ, f ), and
hK
,
nl =
s∑
m=1
M˜TB(m, n+N)M˜B(m, l +N)
− h
s∑
m=1
s∑
j=1
MT(m, n+N)[hD,]−1M(j, l +N),
hg, (n)= ̂n − h
s∑
m=1
{
M˜TB(m, n+N)
(
h
m−1∑
l=0
Y˜ (m, l)fl − ŷm
)
−MT(m, n+N)[hD,]−1f,
}
,
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M(m, n+N)= (M˜TA(m, 0)+ M˜TB(m,N))M˜B(m, l +N);
hD, ≡ (+ + h)I + h
s∑
m=1
(M˜TA(m, 0)+ M˜TB(m,N))(M˜A(m, 0)+ M˜B(m,N)), (31)
f, = I ̂0 + (+ h)I ŷ0 − h
s∑
m=1
(M˜TA(m, 0)+ M˜TB(m,N))
(
h
m−1∑
l=0
Y˜ (m, l)fl − ŷm
)
.
4.2. Properties of the ‘discrete kernel’
We can establish the properties of the ‘discrete kernel’ by adapting the discussion for the continuous
case [8,9]. Let us consider the ﬁrst variation of the functional (7) with the set of limits (10). We have the
general results (16)–(17), and we use the notation
hS˜, = hS˜I(˜), hP˜ , = hP˜I(˜, ˜) when p = −N, q = −1, r = 0, and s =K. (32)
Here, hS˜, = hS˜, (˜), hP˜ , = hP˜ , (˜, ˜), etc. Taking into account (21), we can write
hP˜ , = h
−1∑
n=−N
(˜n − ̂n)T˜n + h
s∑
n=1
[˜yn(˜)− ŷn]T˜zn + p̂h,, (33)
where p̂h, can be expressed as
1̂ph,(˜0, ˜0)+ 2̂ph,(̂0, ŷ0, ˜0) (if we replace the term [˜y0(˜)− ŷ0]T˜z0
by the term 2pˆh,). We can then write (33)in the form
hP˜ , = h
−1∑
n=−N
˜Tn ˜n − h
−1∑
n=−N
̂Tn ˜n + h
s∑
n=1
y˜Tn (˜)˜zn − h
s∑
n=1
ŷTn z˜n + p̂h,,
or, with an obvious notation,
hP˜ , = h1P˜ 0,0 (˜, ˜)− h2P˜ 0,0 (̂, ˜)+ ∇h1 P˜ 0,00 (y˜, z˜)− ∇h2 P˜ 0,00 (̂y, z˜)+ p̂h,. (34)
Using the discrete fundamental solution [7, pp. 13–14], and (27), we have
y˜n = M˜A(n, 0)˜0 + h
0∑
l=−N
M˜B(n, l +N)˜l + h
n−1∑
l=0
Y˜ (n, l)fl, (35)
z˜n = M˜A(n, 0)˜0 + h
0∑
l=−N
M˜B(n, l +N)˜l . (36)
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Thus, using (35) and (36) we can write
∇h1 P˜ 0,00 (y˜, z˜)
= h
s∑
n=1
{
˜T0 M˜
T
A(n, 0)M˜A(n, 0)˜0 +
0∑
l=−N
0∑
m=−N
˜Tl M˜
T
B(n, l +N)M˜B(n,m+N)˜m
+h
0∑
l=−N
˜T0 M˜
T
A(n, 0)M˜B(n, l +N)˜l + h
0∑
l=−N
˜Tl M˜
T
B(n, l +N)M˜A(n, 0)˜0
}
+ h2
s∑
n=1
n−1∑
l=0
Y˜ T(n, l)f Tl
{
M˜A(n, 0)˜0 +
0∑
m=−N
M˜TB(n,m+N)˜l
}
,
or, in brief,
∇h1 P˜ 0,00 (y˜, z˜)= 1∇h1 P˜ 0,00 (˜, ˜)+ 2∇h1 P˜ 0,00 (f, ˜).
Deﬁne
hP̂
,
 (˜, ˜)= h1P˜ 0,0 (˜, ˜)+ 1∇h1 P˜ 0,00 (˜, ˜)+ 1̂ph,(˜0, ˜0). (37)
Since the equation hP˜ , = 0 reads hP˜, (˜, ˜) − (g, ˜) = 0 for appropriate g (actually, g = hg, ) we
now consider the discrete bilinear form (37).
Lemma 4.1. The discrete bilinear form hP˜, (˜, ˜) in (37) is symmetric, and positive deﬁnite
(hP˜
,
 (˜, ˜)> 0 if {˜n} = 0) onFh for 0.
Proof. Let us write the term 1∇h1 P˜ 0,00 (˜, ˜) in the form
h
s∑
n=1
[
M˜A(n, 0)˜0 +
0∑
l=−N
M˜B(n, l +N)˜l
]T [
M˜A(n, 0)˜0 +
0∑
l=−N
M˜B(n, l +N)˜l
]
,
where 1̂ph,(˜0, ˜0)= (+ + h)˜T0 ˜0. Thus, for hP˜, (˜, ˜) we have
hP, (˜, ˜)= h
−1∑
n=−N
˜Tn ˜n + h
s∑
n=1
[
M˜A(n, 0)˜0 +
0∑
l=−N
M˜B(n, l +N)˜l
]T
×
[
M˜A(n, 0)˜0 +
0∑
l=−N
M˜B(n, l +N)˜l
]
+ (+ + h)˜T0 ˜0 (38)
and it is straightforward from (38) that hP˜, (˜, ˜) is symmetric and hP˜
,
 (˜, ˜)> 0. With  = 0 the
quadratic form (hP˜,0 (˜, ˜)) remains symmetric and positive deﬁnite. The Lemma is therefore estab-
lished. 
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We shall now obtain a result concerning hK,lm in Theorem 4.1. Collecting the similar terms in (38)
we obtain
hP˜
,
 (˜, ˜)= h
s∑
n=1
−1∑
l=−N
−1∑
m=−N
˜Tl M˜
T
B(n, l +N)M˜B(n,m+N)˜m + h
−1∑
l=−N
˜Tl ˜l
+ h
s∑
n=1
−1∑
l=−N
˜Tl M˜
T
B(n, l +N)[M˜A(n, 0)+ M˜B(n,N)]˜0
+
{
h
s∑
n=1
−1∑
l=−N
˜T0 [M˜TA(n, 0)+ M˜TB(n,N)]M˜TB(n, l +N)˜l + ˜T0 [(+ + h)I
+h
s∑
n=1
[M˜TA(n, 0)+ M˜TB(n,N)][M˜A(n, 0)+ M˜B(n,N)]
]
˜0
}
. (39)
Now we consider the quadratic form hP˜, (˜, ˜) with some particular ˜0, namely
˜0 =−h[hD,]−1
s∑
n=1
−1∑
l=−N
(M˜TA(n, 0)+ M˜TB(n,N))M˜B(n, l +N)˜l , (40)
where hD, deﬁned in (31). For ˜0 deﬁned by (40) the two last terms (within the braces) in (39) vanish
and we have
hP˜
,
 (˜, ˜)= h
−1∑
l=−N
˜Tl ˜l + h
s∑
n=1
−1∑
l=−N
−1∑
m=−N
˜Tl M˜
T
B(n, l +N)M˜B(n,m+N)˜m
− h2
s∑
n=1
s∑
k=1
−1∑
l=−N
−1∑
m=−N
˜Tl M˜
T
B(n, l +N)(M˜A(n, 0)+ M˜B(n,N))[Dh]−1
× (M˜TA(k, 0)+ M˜TB(k,N))M˜B(k,m+N)˜m.
The expression for hP˜, (˜, ˜) can be written in the form
hP˜
,
 (˜, ˜)= (˜, ˜)+ (hK,lm ˜, ˜), (41)
where
hK
,
lm =
s∑
n=1
M˜TB(n, l +N)M˜B(n,m+N)
− h
s∑
n=1
s∑
k=1
M˜TB(n, l +N)(M˜A(n, 0)+ M˜B(n,N))
× [hD,]−1(M˜TA(k, 0)+ M˜TB(k,N))M˜B(k,m+N). (42)
This is the ‘discrete kernel’ in Theorem 4.1.
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Theorem 4.2. The ‘discrete kernel’ hK,lm ∈ Rn×n in Theorem 4.1 is symmetric and positive deﬁnite
(hK,lm = hK,ml and
∑∑
hK
,
lm ˜l˜m > 0 if {˜l} = 0) onFh.
Proof. Using Lemma 4.1 and taking into account (41), Theorem 4.2 is established. 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are valid for arbitrary s. Earlier in our discussion (see Section 2) we consider
possible choices of s, which correspond to different ways of discretization of (2). It is convenient to choose
s = K to keep the order in the discretization of the DDEs, even if we have O(h) error in the quadrature
in (7).
5. A discrete iterative technique
To solve the “data assimilation problem” numerically we consider the iterative process associated with
(24)
y˜
[j ]
n+1 − y˜[j ]n
h
− Any˜[j ]n − Bny˜[j ]n−N = fn n= 0, 1, . . . , K − 1, (43a)
y˜
[j ]
n = ˜[j ]n , n=−N, . . . , 0, (43b)
− x˜
T[j ]
n − x˜T[j ]n−1
h
− x˜T[j ]n An − x˜T[j ]n+NBn+N = h[˜y[j ]n (˜n)− ŷn]T, (43c)
x˜
T[j ]
n = 0, n=K, . . . , K +N, (43d)
˜[j+1]n = ˜[j ]n + 	j ((˜[j ]n − ̂n)+ BTn+Nx˜[j ]n+N), n=−N, . . . ,−1, (43e)
˜[j+1]0 = ˜[j ]0 + 	′j {(+ + h)˜[j ]0 + (I + hA0)Tx˜[j ]0 − ̂0 − (+ h)̂y0}, (43f)
to determine successive approximations to y˜, x˜ and ˜ ∈ Fh. The function ˜ obtained by the iteration
process (43) provides the minimum of the functional hS˜, (˜). Here, {	j } and {	′j } are appropriately
chosen scalars, j is an iteration index and we use the notation y˜[j ]n , x˜T[j ]n to emphasize that these are the
solutions obtained by some iterative method.
We shall establish the convergence of the iterative process (43) by studying the iteration
˜[j+1]n − ˜[j ]n
	j
= gn −
(
˜[j ]n +
−1∑
l=−N
hK
,
ln ˜
[j ]
l
)
, n= {−N, . . . ,−2,−1}, (44)
in which j is the iteration index and we use the notation gn = hg, (n).
This iteration is based upon the summation equation (30). In (44), hK,ln has been shown to be symmet-
ric and positive-deﬁnite; the corresponding discrete integral operator on Euclidean space with the norm
‖‖2 = (∑0l=−N 2l )1/2 is bounded, self-adjoint, and positive-deﬁnite. We state the following result.
Lemma 5.1. The iteration (44) is equivalent to the iteration (43); for a given ˜[0], the two sequences
{˜[j ]} are identical.
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Proof. From (43e), the functions deﬁned by the iteration (43) satisfy the relation
˜[j+1]n − ˜[j ]n
	j
= (˜[j ]n − ̂n)+ [Bn+N ]Tx[j ]n+N, for n= {−N, . . . ,−2,−1}
and we have shown in Section 4.1 that (˜[j ]n − ̂n)+ [Bn+N ]Tx[j ]n+N = ˜[j ]n +
∑−1
l=−N hK
,
ln ˜
[j ]
l − gn,
so the result is immediate. 
Theorem 5.1 (Convergence). Suppose 
(hK,) is the spectral radius of the matrix-operator hK, on
Lh2[−, 0] deﬁned by the ‘discrete kernel’ hK,ln . Then, a sufﬁcient condition for the iteration (43) to
converge in the mean-square norm is
	j 
2
max(, 
(hK,))
, for all j. (45)
Remark 5.1. All norms on ﬁnite-dimensional Euclidean space are equivalent, so the convergence holds
in any norms.
Proof. Weshall write hL, ˜n=˜n+
∑−1
l=−N hK
,
ln ˜l and thematrix-operator hL
,
 onEuclidean space
with the norm ‖·‖2 inherits self-adjointness and (with > 0) positive-deﬁniteness from the corresponding
properties of thematrix-operator hK,. For a sequence {	j }with 	j > 0 for all j, we canwrite the iteration
process (44) in the form
˜[j+1]n − ˜[j ]n
	j
= gn − hL, ˜[j ]n . (46)
Let ˜n be the solution of the hL
,
 ˜n= gn and let us deﬁne j+1= ˜[j+1]n − ˜n. Then, according to (46),
we have the relation j+1 = (I − 	j hL, )j , and
j+1 =
j∏
i=0
(I − 	ihL, )0. (47)
The iteration (46) converges in the mean-square norm if ‖j‖2 → 0 as j →∞. From (47) we have
‖j+1‖2
∥∥∥∥∥∥
j∏
i=0
(I − 	ihL, )
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
‖0‖2
j∏
i=0
∥∥∥(I − 	ihL, )∥∥∥2‖0‖2.
Thus, a sufﬁcient condition for convergence of this iteration is
‖I − 	j hL, ‖2ϑ< 1, for all j. (48)
Given the properties of hL, on chosen space, we have ‖hL, ‖2=maxr r (the spectral radius 
(hL, )),
where {r}r0 are the positive eigenvalues of hL, . Indeed, r = + r , where {r}r0 are the positive
eigenvalues of hK,. Then condition (48) becomes maxr |1−	j−	jr |< 1.We have 1−	j−	jr ∈
[1 − 	j − 	j
(hK,), 1 − 	j) ⊆ (−1, 1) provided 1 − 	j − 	j
(hK,)> − 1 and Theorem 5.1 is
established. 
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6. Computational results
In this section, we present numerical results based upon iterative methods for the linear case (43). We
start by applying the results obtained in the above section to the simplest example: the scalar linear DDE
with variable coefﬁcients and zero right-hand side,
dy(t)
dt
− a(t)y(t)− b(t)y(t − )= 0, t ∈ [0, T ], y(t)= (t), t ∈ [−, 0]. (49)
These equations are (1) with A(t)= a(t) ∈ R and B(t)= b(t) ∈ R.
The criterion we used for the termination of the iterative process (43) is the condition
‖˜[j+1] − ˜[j ]‖2/‖˜[j ]‖2, (50)
where = 10−6 and ‖ · ‖2 is the norm
‖‖2 = h
( 0∑
l=−N
2l
)1/2
. (51)
The iteration (43) terminates when (50) is satisﬁes and we accept the approximation obtained ˜ ≡ ˜[N],
say, whenN ≡N(). In the presentation of the experiments, together with other information, we plot
˜ and compare it with “true” initial function ˜. In all numerical experiments presented here we choose
time-lag = 1 and an “observation data” ŷ(t) was given on a uniform mesh.
To solve test problems we obtained “pseudo-observation” data by the following procedure: we found
the solution of y(˜; t) of the original DDE (49) with initial function ˜ numerically and treated this
solution as the “observation data” ŷ(t).
6.1. A solution with minimum norm
In our ﬁrst set of experiments, we consider the case when ̂(t) ≡ 0. This is the case where we are
seeking the solution with minimum norm in Lh2[−, 0].
6.1.1. Experiment 1
We start with the constant coefﬁcient case and set a(t)=−1 and b(t)=−1. We solve the problem on
the interval [0,2] (T = 2). In Experiment 1, with the “true” initial function ˜(t)= 2(0.5+ t)3, where
t ∈ [−1, 0], we start the iterative method (43) with initial guess ˜[0] = 0. In the numerical experiments
described below we took 64 points in [−1, 0].
First, we investigate how the convergence of the iteration method depends on the regularization pa-
rameter . The number of iterations and the cpu time needed to obtain the required accuracy = 10−6 are
given in the Table 1 for different . The ﬁgures for cpu time are unreliable because the computer is not a
dedicated computer, but this give some indication of the time. Introducing a regularization parameter 
leads to a solution ˜ ≡ ˜[N](), which differs from the solution ˜. We denote the relative error by the
expression
R ≡ ‖˜
[N] − ˜‖2
‖˜‖2
,
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Table 1
The number of iterationsN and relative error R versus the regularization parameters 
 1 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.0001 0
The number
of iterationsN 432 690 1302 2068 9746 26205 36226 38176
cpu time
min:sec 0:00.5 0:00.8 0:01 0:02 0:05 0:11 0:27 0:31
The relative
error R 0.894 0.851 0.751 0.646 0.294 0.088 0.043 0.038
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1. An experiment with the parameter  = 0: (a) The exact function ˜(t) (solid line) and the iterated function ˜[N](t),
N= 38176; (b) The difference curve |˜(t)− ˜[N](t)|.
where ˜[N] is the iterated solution found by (43) and ‖ · ‖ is the norm deﬁned in (51). Table 1 gives the
value of relative error for different .
We see from Table 1, that the introduction of a regularization parameter  speeds up the convergence
of the iterative method. This is one of the advantages of introducing the regularizer. The disadvantage, as
we can see in Table 1, is that the parameter  leads to an error in the identiﬁed solution (Fig. 1). (In the
table displayed the error decreases with .)
6.1.2. Experiment 2
The qualitative behaviour of ˜[N]() with respect to the regularization parameter  is typical of that
seen with other problems (having differing (t) and differing ˜[0]). To illustrate the last remark let us
consider the second experiment with the “true” initial function ˜(t)=10 exp(1/(t (1− t))). The number
of points on the initial interval is 64.
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Fig. 2. An experiment with the parameter = 0.001: (a) The exact function ˜(t) (solid line) and the iterated function ˜[N](t);
(b) The difference curve |˜(t)− ˜[N](t)|,N= 16434.
Table 2
The number of iterations versus the regularization parameters : experiment 2
 1 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.0001 0
The number
of iterationsN 327 550 1172 2066 8127 16434 19058 19416
The relative
error R 0.862 0.776 0.642 0.543 0.207 0.036 0.012 0.01
The results of this experiment are presented in Fig. 2 and a summary in Table 2. The relative error
decreases when the parameter  decreases.
6.1.3. Experiment 3
In the next series of experiments, we consider a variable coefﬁcient case. In Experiment 3 the “exact”
initial function is ˜∗(t)= 2(0.5+ t)3. The parameters are follows: = 0, = 0, = 1. In the experiment
presented in Fig. 3 the coefﬁcients of the Eq. (49) are
a(t)=−1+ sin(t), b(t)=−2t, where t ∈ [0, 4]. (52)
6.2. A rôle for the function ̂
In this section we discuss the rôle for the function ̂(t). We shall present results, which may have a
practical signiﬁcance.
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Fig. 3. An experiment with a(t) and b(t) deﬁned by (52): number of iterationsN = 139374, cpu time: 0min 08.99 s, number
of initial points 20, accuracy 10−6, parameters = 0, = 0, = 1, relative error R= 0.323, functional hS˜, (): starting value
0.038, ﬁnal value: 4.77× 10−9.
In the next experiment suppose that we have some information about the initial function (its general
form, some coefﬁcients, etc.) and want to improve this information. For example, we know the general
form of the initial function, but we need to correct some coefﬁcients.
As an example, we consider the function
˜(t)= 1 exp
(
2
t (t + 1)
)
,
here, the structure is assumed but we suppose 1 and 2 unknown. Observe that we do not estimate 1,
2 but compute the mesh values of an approximation ˜ to ˜.
For the “true” initial function we take the following coefﬁcients: 1=500, 2=1.8 and for the function
̂, 1=10, 2=1. The number of initial points is 50. In the Table 3 we give a summary of an experiment.
The exact initial function, the function ̂ and the iterated solution, which we accept as on approximation
to ˜, are shown in the Fig. 4.
As we see from this experiment the behaviour of the accepted iterate function depends on the regu-
larization parameter . When  ≈ 1 the approximate solution is relatively close to the function ̂; when
 → 0 the accepted function becomes closer to the “true” initial function.
It can be shown, that in the case when the integral equation of the ﬁrst kind (=0) has a unique solution,
the resulting approximate solution is independent of the function ̂. When there is not a unique solution,
the choice of ̂ inﬂuences ˜ as  → 0.
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Table 3
A summary of the experiments
The parameter  1 0.1 0.01 0.001
The number of iterations 372 2415 10499 21598
cpu time (min:sec) 0:02 0:11 0:50 1:54
The relative error 0.471 0.365 0.006 0.002
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Fig. 4. The rôle of ̂ for different : experiment 4.
6.3. A jump at the initial point
Another problem, which can arises for DDE is a jump in the initial function at the initial point t0 (in
our case t0 = 0). In Section 4, we write the equivalent formulation for the ﬁrst variation of the functional
(2) and obtain two equations for the initial function (24e) and (24f). Therefore, it is easy to see that we
can extend the identiﬁcation problem to the case where the initial function has a jump. Let us consider
the numerical experiment with the “true” initial function in the form
˜(t)=
{√
1+ t, t ∈ [−1, 0),
2, t = 0. (53)
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Fig. 5. An experiment with a jump at the initial point when the exact initial function is (53): (a) The exact function ˜(t) (solid
line) and the iterated function ˜[N](t),N= 38420; (b) The difference curve |˜(t)− ˜[N](t)|.
The parameters in this experiment are taken to be = 0, = 0, = 1, the coefﬁcients are a(t)=−1 and
b(t)=−1. The number of points on the initial interval is 20 and T = 4. The results are shown in Fig. 5.
From the above ﬁgures we see, that results obtained for initial function with jump is similar to that
obtained for a continuous initial function.
6.4. An experiment with perturbed data
In practice, data observed from physical experiments always has some noise. Therefore, to justify our
approach we need some numerical experiments where a perturbation is added to the “observation data”.
To investigate the behaviour of the iterative method we add to our “observation data” ŷ(t) a noise (ti),
where (ti) ∈ N [0, 1], ti = ih. Then we solve the identiﬁcation problem of ﬁnding the initial function
with “new observation data” ŷ(ti) + (ti). Here we use a scalar factor  ∈ R to obtain a sufﬁciently
small noise (approximately 5% of the “observation data”).
One of the experiment with perturbed “observation data” is shown in Fig. 6. In this experiments the
“true” initial function is ˜∗(s)= 50 exp 1/(s(1− s)), where s ∈ [−1, 0]. The coefﬁcients of Eq. (49) are
a(t)=−2t and b = t , where t ∈ [0, 4].
Thus, we can conclude that, in the current experiment and run on for sufﬁciently small noise, the
method allows us to recover an initial function with reasonable accuracy.
6.5. Concluding remarks
Here we considered the identiﬁcation problem through the example of simple linear DDEs. The main
experimental results are as follows.
If the regularization parameter  is equal to zero, the convergence rate of the method presented (the
Picard iteration) is very slow and the result can be quite inaccurate. In general, we found the greatest error
at the end points.
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Fig. 6. An experiment with perturbed “observation data”: number of iterationsN= 67264, cpu time: 0min 11.56 s, number of
initial points 20, accuracy 10−6, parameters  = 0,  = 0,  = 1, relative error R = 0.035, functional hS˜, (): starting value
9.58× 10−4, ﬁnal value: 4.33× 10−7.
The introduction of a regularization parameter  speeds up the convergence. We solve an integral
equation of second kind with symmetric and positive-deﬁnite kernel. A disadvantage of introducing a
regularization parameter lies in the fact that an error, which depend on , is introduced to the solution.
The error decreases with , but, at the same time, the number of iteration increases. The dependence on
 and  is not so strong, compared with the dependence upon . In fact, when  = 0 and  and  are
nonnegative, we still have to solve an integral equation of the ﬁrst kind.
Numerical experiments also show that the iterative method proposed can be used to solve the problem,
when the initial function has a jump at the initial point. The behaviour of the algorithms in this case is
similar to that we have for a continuous initial function.
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